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Beyond the Night: The Heroes of New Vegas, Book 1 Feb 27 2020 First in the acclaimed, award-winning Heroes of New Vegas series. From New York Times bestselling author
Colleen Gleason (previously writing as Joss Ware) comes a unique paranormal romance series set in a devastated world. “Colleen Gleason's vision of the future is dark, complex, and
sharply original. I can’t wait for the next book!" --Nalini Singh "Atmospheric and dark, filled with high-stakes action, sizzling romance, and set against a shadowy, post-apocalyptic
world that's as fascinating as the varied cast of characters who inhabit it." --Lara Adrian "Dark, sexy, and captivating." --Jeaniene Frost "An edgy, sexy, page-turning series. Brilliantly
conceived and executed." --Library Journal “Colleen Gleason makes even the end of the world sexy!" --Kathryn Smith, USA Today bestselling author “Like a sexy Walking Dead!” -Mara Jacobs, New York Times bestselling author Everything they knew is gone... Five men emerge from the remnants of destruction with extraordinary new powers. They are
humankind's last hope, but they cannot survive this devastated world alone. When Dr. Elliott Drake emerges from a cave after traveling fifty years through time, the world as he knew
it in 2010 is gone. Cities are overgrown jungles, and what's left of civilization has been repressed by crystal-wearing immortal beings. But even more unsettling: Elliott has acquired an
extraordinary ability--the power to heal. But even that gift, in a world that lacks the technology and infrastructure of his past, is a two-edged sword for Elliott. Jade Kapiza, who was
once imprisoned by the immortal beings, has been in hiding for years. But now she's determined to help the human race fight back against the control of her captors. She can trust no
one...but when Elliott comes into her life, he pushes at her defenses and begins to tear down the walls she's built so carefully. Yet the mysterious doctor seems to have secrets of his
own. Can Jade trust Elliott with her heart, even as they risk their lives to save a band of innocents? And can Elliott find a new place for himself--a home--in this new, ravaged world?
As Shadows Fade Jan 28 2020 The final entry in award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Colleen Gleason's International Bestselling Gardella Vampire Hunter Series.
"Vampires have met their match with Victoria Gardella,"* but now the huntress faces an even greater evil as London is besieged by malevolent entities no mortal was ever meant to
encounter... Directly descended from the very first vampire hunter in the Gardella family, Victoria knows she must continue the lineage so humanity will have protectors against the
undead. While Sebastian Vioget appears to both the perfect warrior and lover to ensure the Gardella Legacy, Victoria cannot forget Max Pesaro--the former slayer still haunted by the
vampire queen Lilith's obsession with him. But it is Lilith's obsession that may save all of humanity. Demons, enemies of both mortals and the undead, have found their way to earth.
To defeat them, vampires and slayers must fight side by side. But Lilith wants Max in return for her cooperation--a small price for the world, but too high a price for Victoria.
"Addictively readable." --The Chicago Tribune *Kady Cross, bestselling author of The Girl in the Steel Corset
House of Bastiion Jun 13 2021 Welcome to the award-winning, immersive epic fantasy adventure, The Haidren Legacy. Armed with dark politics, sharp objects, and bickering
characters, this treacherous saga packs a legendary punch for adult and NA readers alike. Perfect for fans of Brandon Sanderson, George R.R. Martin, and Sabaa Tahir, this savage
series is not for the faint of heart. Behind the mask of duty and power, no one is who they seem... Centuries after the Forgotten Wars ravaged the world and turned it to ash, the Houses
of Pilar, Darakai, Boreal, and Bastiion forged an accord with the royal line of Thoarne, founding a Quadren of advisory to the throne of Orynthia. Every generation, a single haidren
from each of the four Houses is appointed to this coveted chair. Upon her Ascension to adulthood, Luscia Tiergan takes her seat at court as al’haidren to the House of Boreal and is
quickly drawn into a maze of political traps and dark secrets. As she adjusts to her new life, Luscia uncovers a pattern of forgotten children, slain in the streets of Bastiion. Raised on
superstitious rumors about Boreal’s penchant for sorcery, Zaethan Kasim, al’haidren to the House of Darakai, inevitably clashes with Luscia when she arrives in Bastiion. But when his
position is threatened by an old rival, Zaethan is forced to set aside his hatred and form an uneasy alliance with the Boreali al’haidren to secure his claim. Following a disturbing stream
of innocent bloodshed across Orynthia, Luscia and Zaethan discover their ideals are far more aligned than they might have imagined. But in a land of war and deceit, the path to peace
should never be trusted. The Series Dive into the alluring world of Orynthia by exploring additional THL references online. For a more interactive reader experience, utilize
www.TheHaidrenLegacy.com during your readthrough for access to the mobile glossary, pronunciation audio, apothic catalog, bloodlines, and geographical biographies!
Bespelling Jane Austen May 24 2022 Jane Everett and Capt. Robert Mitford realize they are reincarnated soul mates; Caroline Merrill suspects Mr. Blanchard of being a vampire;
Elizabeth Bennet encounters Charles Bingley and vampires; and Emma Woodhouse runs a dating service for the supernatural.
The Clockwork Scarab Oct 17 2021
The New Faithful Jul 22 2019 Examines the growing trend toward religious orthodoxy among today's young adults, seeking the reasons behind this choice in a society that often
denigrates traditional morality and rejects organized religion.
Nocturnal Magic Dec 27 2019 "Remember the darkness. Only the darkness will save you." As part of a deal with the god of night, Ursula is sent to the Shadow Realm. There, she
must live in the forbidding palace of an ancient night demon. Granted--he seems to hate her. But he's easy on the eyes, powerful as hell, and he's supposed to keep her safe. But all that
changes when the god of night chooses Ursula to fight for him in series of trials. Now, she must vanquish a horde of lethal demons, one at a time. Worse--she may have to battle her
own guardian, who has centuries of slaughter on his side. And only one can survive. In order to live, Ursula must learn to fight like a brutal shadow demon, and resist the dark
temptations of the realm. If she fails, the god of night will drag her down into hell with him.
Guilty Pleasures Oct 05 2020 'I don't date vampires. I kill them.' My name is Anita Blake. Vampires call me the Executioner. What I call them isn't repeatable. Ever since the Supreme
Court granted the undead equal rights, most people think vampires are just ordinary folks with fangs. I know better. I've seen their victims. I carry the scars ... But now a serial killer is
murdering vampires - and the most powerful bloodsucker in town wants me to find the killer.
Roaring Midnight Dec 07 2020 From NEW YORK TIMES and USA Today bestselling author Colleen Gleason, the long-awaited spin-off of the international bestselling Gardella
Vampire Chronicles. Amid the glitzy age of Jazz, when gangsters and bootleggers control the cities, there lies another, more insidious threat....the undead. Macey Gardella is a typical
young woman of the Roaring Twenties: she works a job, has her own flat, and loves to dance the Charleston. But when a mysterious man named Sebastian Vioget informs her she
belongs to a family of vampire hunters, Macey is stunned and disbelieving. Yet, strange and frightening things begin to happen, and when Macey comes face-to-face with one of the
fanged creatures, she has no choice but to believe Sebastian. And when she learns his own soul depends on her willingness to carry forth the family legacy and hunt the undead, Macey
capitulates and joins the fight. As she begins to learn about her new life, Macey meets the handsome newspaper reporter known as Grady--who seems to know more about vampires
than he should. When he begins to ask too many questions, she has to juggle her strong attraction to him with the need for secrecy. Slipping into speakeasies and sampling bootlegged
whiskeys, dodging gangster gunfire and trying to keep her nosy landlady from finding the stakes in her flat, Macey Gardella must navigate through a world of stunning violence,
passionate romance, and dark betrayal... PRAISE FOR THE GARDELLA VAMPIRE CHRONICLES: "Sophisticated, sexy, surprising!" --JR Ward "Gleason is really on a roll." -Publishers Weekly "Deliciously dark and delightfully entertaining." --Chicago Tribune "[Victoria Gardella] stakes the undead with the best of them." -- The Detroit Free Press "The
sophistication and intelligence of [Gleason's] storytelling are evident on each page of the Gardella Vampire Chronicles." --Romantic Times BookClub "An intelligent new spin on the
vampire genre." --All About Romance
Must Love Magic Aug 15 2021 Enjoy a Princess Bride-meets-Office Space romantic comedy from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author! Daisy le Fey is good at a
lot of things: Math, science, accidentally turning people into pumpkins... Unfortunately, she's hopeless at the one skill hiring managers look for when filling open positions for magical
beings: Magic. When she jeopardizes her apprenticeship by getting involved with sexy mortal Trevor Masterson, it's one disaster too many. In order to earn her wings, she's going to
have to ditch the human–and her one chance at true love. A rollicking Nether-Netherland adventure!
Countdown To A Kiss (A New Year's Eve Anthology) May 12 2021 Four stories by four authors…one fateful New Year’s Eve Four kisses at midnight… Three different sisters…
Two old flames… One bet that drives it all! The Devine sisters return to their hometown for New Year’s Eve each year to attend the annual ball. Part of the tradition is their decade-old
bet: whoever has no date at midnight has to kiss their nerdy neighbor Lewis Kampmueller. Tess—burned by love, the glamorous Broadway star isn’t interested in a repeat
performance…until she encounters an old flame. Annabelle—when the local etiquette expert gets caught breaking the law, her heart might have to pay the price. Grace— the tough
FBI agent has an easy time being one of guys, but is she woman enough to keep a man? Lewis—the shy nerd has made millions over the years…but is he smart enough to catch the
woman of his dreams? Who will lose the bet but win out in love? Four charming stories written by four different authors about one fateful New Year’s Eve. The champagne is poured.
The clock is ticking. Join the countdown!
Eternity Dec 19 2021
The Zeppelin Deception Feb 21 2022 Sherlock’s niece and Bram’s sister in their fifth and final adventure! “Gleason has vamped up the familiar world of Holmes and Watson…to
paranormally exhilarating effect!”–The New York Times It’s a cold, blustery day in January of 1890 when Mina Holmes receives an invitation to Evaline Stoker’s wedding. The two
young women—partners and occasionally friends—haven’t spoken for nearly two months, since the events at the Carnelian Crow. Shocked, Mina is still looking at the invitation when
constables from Scotland Yard begin pounding on her front door. They’ve arrived to arrest her for the murder of a man she’s never even heard of. Meanwhile, Evaline has her hands
full with wedding plans (boring) and an overbearing sister who wants to manage her every move—including a dizzying array of social activities. In the midst of all this, she receives an
invitation to visit Lady Isabella Cosgrove-Pitt, a most villainous woman. With Pix in jail, Mina being hunted by Scotland Yard, and Evaline dining with the murderous Lady Isabella

what more can possibly go wrong? Plenty. And when the mysterious black zeppelin appears once again in the night sky, things are about to get even more dangerous for Miss Stoker
and Miss Holmes.
The Rest Falls Away Apr 23 2022 More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
The Vampire Narcise Aug 27 2022 With her skills in the seduction of men and vampires, Narcise Moldavi is an important weapon for her brother in the war among the Dracule, until
she meets the immortal Giordan Cale, who vows to free her from her brutal sibling.
Wicked Bite Mar 10 2021 In the newest Night Rebel novel, set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world, beautiful, daring vampire Veritas risks all
to protect Ian… Some promises are meant to be broken… Veritas spent most of her life as a vampire Law Guardian. Now, she’s about to break every rule by secretly hunting down the
dark souls that were freed in order to save Ian. But the risks are high. For if she gets caught, she could lose her job. And catching the sinister creatures might cost Veritas her own life.
Some vows are forever… Ian’s memories might be fragmented, but this master vampire isn’t about to be left behind by the woman who entranced him, bound herself to him, and then
disappeared. So what if demons, other Law Guardians, and dangerous, otherworldly forces stand against them? Come hell or high water, Ian intends to remind Veritas of the burning
passion between them, because she is the only person seared on his mind—and his soul…
Rises the Night Sep 04 2020 The saga of Victoria Gardella continues as the glorious nineteenth-century city of Rome gives rise to a new threat from the immortal undead.... Lady
Victoria Gardella Grantworth de Lacy has been a vampire slayer for just over a year, balancing her life as a peer of Society with the dangerous role that takes her out on moonlit streets,
stake in hand. She has learned brutal and heartbreaking lessons about the sacrifices that must be made in order to save humanity from the evil that secretly preys upon it, but she has not
wavered in her vow to fight on. Now, in Italy, a powerful vampire is amassing the power to control the souls of the dead. As Victoria races across Europe to stop what could be the
most deadly army the Gardellas have ever faced, her unlikely companion is Sebastian Vioget--a man as tempting as he is untrustworthy. But when Victoria discovers she has been
betrayed by one of her most trusted allies, the truth will challenge all her powers as a Venator...and as a woman. "...turns vampire stories—and romances—on their ear." —The Detroit
News "With its wonderfully witty writing, action-infused plot and sharply defined characters, Rises the Night is deliciously dark and delightfully entertaining." —The Chicago Tribune
"A tense plot line and refreshingly diverse supporting characters complete the package, giving series fans plenty to sink their teeth into--and plenty more to look forward to."
—Publishers Weekly "…Heart-stopping scenes and sexual tension. With numerous twists, [Gleason] leaves you hanging, eagerly awaiting the next installment." —Romantic Times
"This novel has enough dark, angsty touches to it that I was utterly wrung out by the end. It is also so good that I couldn't wait to get online to see when the next in the series will come
out...Not for the faint of heart, but the writing is wonderful and the characters really stand out vividly." —All About Romance The Gardella Vampire Hunters series should be read in
order to avoid spoilers. The Victoria books are: The Rest Falls Away Rises the Night The Bleeding Dusk When Twilight Burns As Shadows Fade The complete series of five books is
now available. ____ Praise for the Gardella Vampire Hunters, about a female vampire hunter in 19th Century London: "The undead rise to great heights through Gleason's phenomenal
storytelling. She creates a chilling world with the perfect atmosphere of fear and sexual tension." —Romantic Times "Gleason keeps upping the ante with each novel, weaving the
characters around her readers with each engaging conversation and narrative, every stage set of all the appropriate gothic gloom and melting beauty." —Book Fetish
Sinister Summer Sep 16 2021 A sexy professor. An uptight lawyer. A determined ghost. And a very real killer... Welcome to Wicks Hollow: a quaint town with more than its share of
ghosts, mystery, and romance.
When Twilight Burns Aug 23 2019 After narrowly escaping from Rome, Lady Victoria Gardella returns to London, where not even sunrise can stop a vampire's carnage... Ruining
Victoria's homecoming, a vampire stalks the streets of London--during the daylight. Not only is Victoria unable to detect the vampire with her heightened senses, but she's being
framed as the prime suspect behind the killings. Meanwhile, her heart is still divided between the enigmatic Sebastian Vioget and her fellow slayer Max Pesaro. The battle is made
even more difficult by the legacy of a vampire's touch--a vampire who left in Victoria's veins boiling blood that forces her fight evil on two fronts: against the new breed of undead
threatening London...and against the darkness within herself. The fourth volume in award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Colleen Gleason's International Bestselling
Gardella Vampire Hunter Series. "Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Jane Austen." —The Book Standard "...Enough dark, angsty touches that I was utterly wrung out by the end. It is
also so good I couldn't wait to get online to see when the next in the series will come out." —All About Romance "Gleason’s publishing debut...turns vampire stories—and
romances—on their ear." —Detroit Free Press "A series that is unique, sexy, and definitely very intense." —Romance Reader at Heart This is a five-book series about Victoria
Gardella, Vampire Hunter. The series should be read in order to avoid spoilers. The series is: The Rest Falls Away Rises the Night The Bleeding Dusk When Twilight Burns As
Shadows Fade All five books are now available.
Roaring Midnight (Macey Gardella Vampire Slayer) Mar 22 2022 Book 6 in the international bestselling Gardella Vampire Chronicles.en
The Vampire Narcise Nov 18 2021 **Also published under the title Lucifer's Warrior** "Dark and decadent, sultry and seductive, Colleen Gleason's sexy Draculia series will hold
you in its thrall!" -Lara Adrian "Count on Colleen Gleason for a scorching page-turner!" -Jeaniene Frost "In a world where every third title seems to be a vampire story, it's a pleasure
to come across a series that's as unique as Colleen Gleason's. Fresh, unique, sassy, and fun, Gleason's Draculia trilogy is one of a kind...A must-have addition to the bookshelves of
vamp enthusiasts everywhere." -Maggie Shayne The Vampire Warrior The Dracule woman Narcise has been trained as a warrior, enslaved by her brother Cezar-the most dangerous
and evil of all Dracule vampires-to provide entertainment for himself and his cronies. When she loses one of her gladiator-type battles, her opponent's prize is the use of her body for
the night. It is no wonder Narcise cannot trust a man...even Giordan Cale, the handsome vampire who vows to free her from her brother's captivity. But his promise is followed by a
deep, shocking betrayal-destroying her heart and trust forever. Yet, Narcise finds a new savior in vampire hunter Chas Woodmore. He wants her, he worships her...he will kill for her.
But when a soul is in danger, and the only hope is to risk one's heart or lose freedom forever, can someone like Narcise learn to trust again? And when Cezar is determined to move
heaven and earth to destroy the men who love her, who will walk away...and who will be forever damned? DRACULIA TRILOGY READING ORDER: The Vampire Voss The
Vampire Dimitri The Vampire Narcise Also related: Roaring Midnight (Macey Gardella #1)
The Lost Vampire Prince Jul 14 2021 Nicolas is the embodiment of royalty. Strong. Powerful. Deadly. The only thing he's missing is his throne.Decades ago a vampire mutiny
murdered his father and forced him into hiding, but all that is about to change. A mortal woman smart enough to learn the truth about him and naive enough to trust him is the perfect
pawn to sneak him back into the monarchy.Nothing is going to stop Nicolas from getting what is rightfully his. Not lust. Not love. And not Anna. At least that's what he thinks.
At the Temple of Art Jun 20 2019 "In the hands of an innovative team consisting of Sir Coutts Lindsay, his wife Blanche Lindsay, and two managers, Charles Halle and Joseph
Comyns Carr, the gallery developed a reputation as a leading exhibition space for British and Continental artists during the late Victorian period. What factors contributed to its rise to
prominence on the London exhibition circuit? How did it maintain that respected place in light of the diversification of showcases during this period?" "Central to this book is a close
examination of the paintings which were shown at the gallery during its fourteen-year run, how they were received by the critics, and which movements were represented."--Jacket.
Dead Witch Walking Oct 25 2019 From New York Times best-selling author, Kim Harrison, comes the first book in her brilliant series, The Hollows; packed with vampires,
werewolves and witches - don’t miss out on the sexiest urban fantasy you’ll read this year.
William Shakespeare's Star Wars Feb 09 2021 The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare
himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a galaxy far, far away with
this sublime retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess held
captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes
and dialogue, and hidden Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play, along
with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.
Sex, the Self, and the Sacred Jul 02 2020 Drawing upon Italy's distinct socio-cultural history as well as feminist and psychoanalytic approaches to film, Colleen Ryan-Scheutz explores
the ways in which Pasolini's representations of women reveal his concerns about the corruption of modern society.
Murder on the Champs-Élysées Mar 30 2020
Dark Vixen Jul 26 2022 **Also published under the titles The Vampire Narcise and Lucifer's Warrior** "Dark and decadent, sultry and seductive, Colleen Gleason's sexy Draculia
series will hold you in its thrall!" -Lara Adrian "Count on Colleen Gleason for a scorching page-turner!" -Jeaniene Frost "In a world where every third title seems to be a vampire story,
it's a pleasure to come across a series that's as unique as Colleen Gleason's. Fresh, unique, sassy, and fun, Gleason's Draculia trilogy is one of a kind...A must-have addition to the
bookshelves of vamp enthusiasts everywhere." -Maggie Shayne 19th Century London: Proper gentlemen, corsets, ballgowns...and vampires The Dracule woman Narcise has been
trained as a warrior, enslaved by her brother Cezar-the most dangerous and evil of all Dracule vampires-to provide entertainment for himself and his cronies. When she loses one of her
gladiator-type battles, her opponent's prize is the use of her body for the night. It is no wonder Narcise cannot trust a man...even Giordan Cale, the handsome vampire who vows to free
her from her brother's captivity. But his promise is followed by a deep, shocking betrayal-destroying her heart and trust forever. Yet, Narcise finds a new savior in vampire hunter Chas
Woodmore. He wants her, he worships her...he will kill for her. But when a soul is in danger, and the only hope is to risk one's heart or lose freedom forever, can someone like Narcise
learn to trust again? And when Cezar is determined to move heaven and earth to destroy the men who love her, who will walk away...and who will be forever damned? DRACULIA
TRILOGY READING ORDER: The Vampire Voss The Vampire Dimitri The Vampire Narcise Also related: Roaring Midnight (Macey Gardella #1)
The Naked Truth about Self-Publishing Apr 30 2020 Ten successful self-published authors share tips, tricks and advice on everything related to self-publishing.
Dark Rogue (Vampire Romance) Jun 25 2022 **previously published under the titles Lucifer’s Rogue and The Vampire Voss** “Count on Colleen Gleason for a scorching pageturner!” —Jeaniene Frost “Dark and decadent, sultry and seductive, Colleen Gleason’s sexy Draculia series will hold you in its thrall!” —Lara Adrian “In a world where every third
title seems to be a vampire story, it’s a pleasure to come across a series that’s as unique as Colleen Gleason’s. Fresh, unique, sassy, and fun, Gleason’s Draculia trilogy is one of a
kind…A must-have addition to the bookshelves of vamp enthusiasts everywhere.” —Maggie Shayne _____ 19th Century London Society: Viscounts, proper manners, balls, dance
cards…and vampires. Even after centuries of lust, hedonism, and women, Voss, the Viscount Dewhurst, rarely finds himself bored. As a member of the Dracule, he is a rogue of the
first order—a man who loves nothing more than a warm woman, excellent vintage, and even a puzzling challenge to keep his mind active. But when one of his seemingly harmless
manipulations sets him on the path to seduce the beautiful Angelica Woodmore right from beneath her guardian’s nose, things become a little less simple…a lot more passionate…and
definitely more complicated. And when the most evil vampire of the Dracule puts Angelica in his sights, Voss will have to risk everything to save her…and possibly his own soul.
DRACULIA TRILOGY READING ORDER: Dark Rogue Dark Saint Dark Vixen
The Draculia Vampire Trilogy Sep 28 2022
The Hallowed Ones Jun 01 2020 Amish teen Katie smuggles a gravely injured young man, an outsider, into her family's barn despite the elders' ruling that no one can come in or out of

the community while some mysterious and massive unrest is wreaking havoc in the "English" world.
The Vampire Who Loved Me Nov 06 2020 Julian Kane is back in town… Once, as a girl of seventeen, beautiful, headstrong Portia Cabot saved the life of the dashing vampire Julian
Kane—who marked her forever, then left to go in search of his soul. He returns five years later to find the enchanting young girl he left behind grown into a bewitching woman with a
woman's heart...and a woman's desires. Portia quickly discovers that Julian's seductive and forbidden kiss can still make her crave the night...and his touch. But a recent spate of
murders makes Portia fear that the man she has always adored may truly be a monster. For years Julian has fought the temptation to embrace his dark gifts, never realizing that Portia's
love may give him the most dangerous gift of all...a reason to live... Book 2 in Teresa Medeiros’s LORDS OF MIDNIGHT Series, which includes After Midnight and The Vampire
Who Loved Me “Teresa Medeiros is one of my all-time favorite authors!”—Sherrilyn Kenyon, New York Times bestselling author “If Jane Austen had written Dracula, it would have
been The Vampire Who Loved Me. Medeiros is magic!”—Christina Dodd, New York Times bestselling author “Winning, sexy and saucy. An engaging romp for those who like their
Regencies with a little bite.”—Publishers Weekly “Masterful writing and unforgettable characters. A spellbinding tale that quite simply mesmerizes.”—Romantic Times “The Vampire
Who Loved Me proves once again why Teresa Medeiros is one of the most beloved and popular authors writing today. Heart wrenching and magically romantic. Sure to earn a place
on your keeper shelf!”—Romance Reviews Today ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION Regency romance, Vampire romance, Paranormal romance, Humorous romance
The Gardella Vampire Hunters Starter Set Sep 23 2019 LIMITED TIME ONLY: This starter set is only available through August 30, 2016 Starter Set includes the first three fulllength novels of New York Times bestselling author Colleen Gleason's Gardella Vampire Hunters series. Read the international bestselling series that's been translated into eight
languages, and has received rave reviews from paranormal romance authors and national publications alike! The award-winning, New York Times bestselling author Colleen Gleason's
International Bestselling Gardella Vampire Hunter Series. "Sophisticated, sexy, surprising!" —J.R. Ward "One of my favorite vampire series!" —Jeaniene Frost "Colleen Gleason’s
irresistible…series is deliciously dark and delightfully entertaining." —Chicago Tribune "Gleason’s publishing debut turns vampire stories—and romances—on their ear." —Detroit
Free Press Beneath the glitter of dazzling nineteenth century London Society lurks a bloodthirsty evil… Vampires have always lived among them, quietly attacking unsuspecting
debutantes and dandified lords as well as hackney drivers and Bond Street milliners. If not for the vampire slayers of the Gardella family, these immortal creatures would have long ago
taken control of the world. In every generation, a Gardella is called to accept the family legacy, and this time, Victoria Gardella Grantworth is chosen, on the eve of her debut, to carry
the stake. But as she moves between the crush of ballrooms and dangerous moonlit streets, Victoria’s heart is torn between London’s most eligible bachelor, the Marquess of Rockley,
and her dark, dangerous duty. And when she comes face-to-face with the most powerful vampire in history, Victoria must ultimately make a choice between duty and love. This boxed
set starter collection includes: The Rest Falls Away Rises the Night The Bleeding Dusk All five books are now available. ---------- Praise for The Gardella Vampire Hunters Series
"The Rest Falls Away, Gleason's publishing debut...turns vampire stories--and romances--on their ear with a decidedly dark, decidedly unsentimental Regency heroine who stakes the
undead with the best of them." —Detroit Free Press "The undead rise to great heights through Gleason's phenomenal storytelling. She creates a chilling world with the perfect
atmosphere of fear and sexual tension." —Romantic Times "Gleason keeps upping the ante with each novel, weaving the characters around her readers with each engaging
conversation and narrative, every stage set of all the appropriate gothic gloom and melting beauty." —Book Fetish "...Above all, the writing is what recommends this book most.
Gleason's writing is sharp and taut, which makes for excellent action sequences, and a plot that travels quickly from the start. The writing strength alone gives me ample reassurance
that this potentially plot-heavy series is in the right hands. I'm definitely looking forward to the next installment." —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books
The Bleeding Dusk Apr 11 2021 As Rome prepares for its Carnivale, vampire hunter Lady Victoria Gardella is in no mood for festivities. But her personal grief must be set aside for
there is a sinister plot underway. In yet another play for power, vampires have formed an unholy alliance with the demon Akvan in order to gain access to an ancient alchemist's
secrets. Reluctantly, Victoria must turn to the enigmatic Sebastian Vioget for help, just as Maximilian Pesaro arrives to assist his fellow slayers – no matter what the sacrifice. As the
bloodthirsty army ravages the city streets, Victoria races to solve the age-old mystery – if she fails, the world is lost for ever.
The Vampire Voss Oct 29 2022 Regency London--a dizzying whirl of balls and young ladies pursued by charming men. But the Woodmore sisters are hunted by a more sinister breed:
Lucifer's own. First in the vampire trilogy The Regency Draculia.
The Medieval Herb Garden Romances Aug 03 2020 The complete four-story collection of the bestselling Medieval Herb Garden series by NEW YORK TIMES and USA Today
bestselling author Colleen Gleason. This boxed set includes: LAVENDER VOWS (short novel) A WHISPER OF ROSEMARY (full-length novel) SANCTUARY OF ROSES (fulllength novel) A LILY ON THE HEATH (full-length novel) All at a special boxed-set price. Readers who enjoy traditional medieval romances by Roberta Gellis, Lara Adrian, Paula
Quinn, Catherine Coulter and Kris Kennedy will enjoy this four-book series by Colleen Gleason.
The Chess Queen Enigma Jan 20 2022 Evaline Stoker and Mina Holmes never meant to get into the family business. But when you're the sister of Bram and the niece of Sherlock,
vampire hunting and mystery solving are in your blood, so to speak.... In this third installment of the Stoker and Holmes series, Evaline Stoker and Mina Holmes have reluctantly
agreed to act as social chaperones and undercover bodyguards for Princess Lurelia of Betrovia, who has arrived in London to deliver a letter that details the secret location of an ancient
chess queen that's been missing for centuries. But when the letter—which will heal a centuries-old rift between England and the Betrovians—is stolen out from under Evaline and
Mina's watchful eyes, the two girls are forced into a high-stakes race to ensure they find the chess queen before anyone else does.
Air: The Elementals Book Two Jan 08 2021 “I can honestly say Air is one of the best books I’ve read this year. It was 'un-put-downable'...” - Grant Leishman for Readers’ Favorite
????? A 2017 Readers' Favorite Silver Medal Winner! Despite being the junior Elemental, Logan’s never had to worry about failing a mission before. Not until an overgrown and
annoyingly attractive shifter comes along. Being an Elemental is in Logan’s blood. Hers is the gift of Air, a vast power she’s still struggling to control. Then a Were named Connell
hunts her down. His wolf is missing, and he blames her. A den of werewolves is the last place Logan wants to be. The testosterone alone is enough to make her choke. But she has a
mystery to solve. She will find out who is stealing wolves even if kills her. Unfortunately, that’s exactly what the enemy has planned… The Complete Series Book 0: Discordia - An
Elemental's Prequel Short Book 1: Fire, A Readers' Favorite Silver Medal Winner Book 2: Air, A Readers' Favorite Silver Medal Winner Book 3: Water, A Readers' Favorite Bronze
Medal Winner Book 4: Earth, A Readers' Favorite Bronze Medal Winner
Roaring Dawn Nov 25 2019 From award-winning, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Colleen Gleason...the final installment in the Macey Gardella: Vampire Hunter
trilogy, set in 1920s Chicago. Macey Gardella Denton has loved, lost, and made difficult, heart-wrenching decisions, but now she must stay strong as she battles the most malevolent of
evils--the horrifying Nicholas Iscariot. But even facing down the most terrifying of all undead is nothing compared to the terror happening in her personal life, with her father showing
up after a thirteen year absence. Macey can wield a stake as well as Victoria Gardella, but when it comes to those she loves...can she balance her heart with what's right? ---------Praise for the Gardella Vampire Hunters: "Sophisticated, sexy, surprising!” —J.R. Ward "One of my favorite vampire series!" —Jeaniene Frost “Colleen Gleason’s irresistible…series
is deliciously dark and delightfully entertaining.” —Chicago Tribune “Gleason’s publishing debut turns vampire stories—and romances—on their ear.” —Detroit Free Press "The Rest
Falls Away, Gleason's publishing debut...turns vampire stories--and romances--on their ear with a decidedly dark, decidedly unsentimental Regency heroine who stakes the undead
with the best of them." —Detroit Free Press "The undead rise to great heights through Gleason's phenomenal storytelling. She creates a chilling world with the perfect atmosphere of
fear and sexual tension." —Romantic Times "Gleason keeps upping the ante with each novel, weaving the characters around her readers with each engaging conversation and narrative,
every stage set of all the appropriate gothic gloom and melting beauty." —Book Fetish "...Above all, the writing is what recommends this book most. Gleason's writing is sharp and
taut, which makes for excellent action sequences, and a plot that travels quickly from the start. The writing strength alone gives me ample reassurance that this potentially plot-heavy
series is in the right hands. I'm definitely looking forward to the next installment." —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books The complete Gardella Vampire Hunters series is as follows:
VICTORIA The Rest Falls Away Rises the Night The Bleeding Dusk When Twilight Burns As Shadows Fade Max Stops the Presses (short story) MACEY / MAX DENTON Roaring
Midnight Raging Dawn (short novel) Roaring Shadows Raging Winter (short novel) Roaring Dawn Also related: THE DRACULIA VAMPIRE TRILOGY Dark Rogue Dark Saint
Dark Vixen
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